While many lenders are moving
quickly to capture new purchase
loan opportunities, many
others are failing to keep up.

J

uly 2013 marked the third anniversary
of the Dodd-Frank Act and the second
anniversary of the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau’s (CFPB) inception. What
has changed?
In some ways, things remain constant when
it comes to compliance concerns – lenders
worry about implementing major regulations,
and the pace of change comes very quickly.
How quickly times change in our industry.
Five years ago, we were in the thick of a
mortgage meltdown as underwater properties
flooded our industry. Two years ago, it was
Dodd-Frank and “foreclosuregate.” Today,
we’re in the midst of tepid housing recovery,
with relatively low interest rates, an improving
jobs market, appreciating home values and
steadily improving volume of purchase
mortgages.
And yet, every time the market shifts,
our industry struggles to shift along with
it. While many lenders—particularly small
and mid-sized originators—are moving
quickly to capture these new purchase loan
opportunities, many others are failing to keep
up. Which is a real shame, considering how
much there is to gain.
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As usual, technology can provide a
solution for our predicament. Yet for all
the investment in technology that has
taken place to address a lender’s loan
application workflow, data accuracy,

happens to organizations with no sales
automation built into their front-end
processes. These organizations often
leave loan officers to their own devices
with little to no internal support, relin-

To move a prospective borrower to
submit an application and ultimately
convert to a funded loan requires a great
amount of discipline and organization.
underwriting, fulfillment, and compliance challenges, there has been relatively little money spent on technology
in the mortgage industry when it comes
to sales automation tools – specifically
tools that both enable lenders and their
reps to switch gears quickly when the
market changes.
THE CURRENT SITUATION
In today’s mortgage industry, there
are many software solutions designed
to help mortgage professionals store
contacts and market to prospects in the
form of CRM tools and the like. Yet
very few of these tools are tailor-made
for the mortgage space and specifically
focused on the pre-application contact
and conversion strategy. To move a prospective borrower to submit an application and ultimately convert to a funded
loan requires a great amount of discipline and organization on the part of the
loan officer. This includes contacting,
qualifying, ongoing follow-up through
phone, e-mail and even text messaging
to further the dialogue with the prospect. And most lenders are doing this
all manually in a fiercely competitive
environment.
In today’s mortgage market, there
is a strong need to automate the preapplication funnel, nurturing relationships with borrowers, real estate agents
and other referral partners. Lenders able
to get a better handle on new opportunities quickly have a lot to gain, particularly right now. Originators that cannot
quickly identify and serve the different
needs of borrowers will have trouble
making the switch from a refinance
market to a purchase market.
In fact, I have seen first-hand what

quishing any control over the mortgage
sales process and how they, as an organization, are portrayed to prospective
borrowers. You can imagine how just
one slip-up or delayed response can
reflect poorly on a loan officer and the
organizations reputation.
AN ULTIMATE SELLING
SCENARIO
Sales automation tools allow a
lender to import a borrower lead from
any source, prioritize the lead based
on a predetermined set of factors, and
automatically distribute the lead to the
loan officer most likely to convert that
prospect into a closed loan. Sales automation also enables loan officers to
reach out to prospects with relevant information only minutes after receiving
a borrower inquiry, which can double
or even triple the chance of converting
prospects into closed loans. And sales
automation streamlines the mortgage
process through integrations with a
lender’s other technology systems, such
as its Loan Origination System (LOS),
pricing engine and other software.
So why is sales automation so important right now? For one, it gives lenders
agility. Consider all the consumer-direct
lenders that have capitalized on the refi
boom of the past several years. As their
refi volume continues to decrease, those
lenders and their reps will be looking
for new business. But because they
have been so dependent on refi loans,
they have little insight to what it takes
to make it in the purchase loan business.
In other words, they don’t know how to
proactively go after prospects and build
relationships, which are the keys to success in the purchase business.

Yet through sales automation tools,
these reps could change tactics quickly.
For example, those of us who have experience in the purchase loan business
know that there are different categories
of potential borrowers. Some are shopping for rates and what they can qualify
for, but they haven’t really been looking
for a home. Others will call a loan officer and already have an offer placed
on a home, and in fact may have even
prequalified with another lender, but
they are still shopping around. When
you have dozens of originators vying
for every borrower, being able to understand where a borrower is at in the
process is essential to close the deal.
Another difference between doing
business in a purchase market versus a
refi market is the amount of information
that needs to be gathered and communicated with the borrower and other stakeholders. Getting a new loan is infinitely
more complex than refinancing a loan
you already have. The right sales automation tools will facilitate the gathering
of information between the borrower
and other parties, and will be integrated
with a lender’s loan origination system,
pricing engine and other tools, so that
the transaction is off to a good, clean
start.
Sales automation technology also
delivers benefits long after the purchase
loan closes. Companies that cultivate
their own portfolios for leads can benefit from tools that track and monitor
their customers’ needs and match these
needs with additional products. This
would be tremendously useful when
borrowers begin building up equity in
their homes and start looking at home
equity products once again. Lenders
with technology that allows them to
identify the best candidates for such
products are going to have a huge lead
over any competition.
BUILDING THE RELATIONSHIP
Let’s face it, technology allows us
to do many things, but the one thing it
can’t do is replace the skills a quality
loan officer has when it comes to building customer relationships. This skill
is particularly important in a purchase
mortgage environment for obvious reasons. But while it may not seem like it at
first, sales automation plays a huge role

in the relationship building process.
Let me explain.
The typical borrower looking to refinance his or her home loan is simply
looking for the lowest rate that will
generate the lowest mortgage payment—period. That borrower does not
want a relationship with a loan officer;
he or she simply wants to save money.
But the borrower who is in the market
for a home is not just looking for the
best rate. Such a borrower is looking for professionals who can guide
them through the entire process and
be there not only to answer questions
but to make suggestions and be supportive throughout the entire transaction, which is why relationships count.
Many homebuyers are currently faced
with a very competitive market and
knowing all your options in terms of
loan programs that will assist in making an offer that will be accepted by a
seller over another or multiple offers is
essential.
Because the home-buying process is
so relationship dependent and driven,

it is so important to have software that
allows all participants to automate all
of the tasks they possibly can, so they
can focus on building and cultivating
these relationships without missing a

fluence their decision-making process.
If you have good sales automation tools
that are integrated with your LOS and
can report back milestones, your customers and their agents can move for-
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beat. And let’s face it, trust is not easily
earned nor kept in this business. The
loan officer who “drops the ball” or
doesn’t respond fast enough to a borrower’s question is always in danger of
losing that customer to a competitor.
Just as important is the relationship
loan officers build with local real estate
agents, who are the ones who spend the
most time with buyers and can best in-

ward on the home buying process with
confidence, and won’t have to worry
about having to call the underwriter
later to get their questions answered.
The lenders that succeed in the resurging purchase market will be the
ones that embrace technology and put
it to work. In fact, they’ll be ready to
react to just about anything this volatile
market throws at them. 
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